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TRANSPARENCY
The foundational values at Sugar that continue to drive our development are creating a user friendly, compliant
and secure environment. In the spirit of these values, we are looking forward to keeping our dedicated and supportive
community informed of all our sweet new developments.

SUGAR’S RECENT RELEASES
NEW WEBSITE
In April, we launched our completely
redesigned website to further our
mission of ensuring that all investors,
regardless of experience level, can be
a part of the cryptocurrency movement
by providing the market’s most usable,
compliant and secure exchange.
In order to do so, we are providing our
community with increased clarity around
our development and exciting new
offerings.
Our new site allows us to more
meaningfully connect with community
members through:
• Beta Access Registration
• Contact Us Form
• Newsletter Signup
Our community can access our
explainer video, updated whitepaper
and roadmap to obtain detailed
information on our achievements
and planned journey ahead.

SWEET GENIUS LABS
In addition to the Sugar Exchange
Trading Platform, Sugar is excited
to offer its growth advisory services.
Many cryptocurrency entrepreneurs,
startups and stakeholders have
approached our team for professional
feedback to help them achieve
success in the crypto space. To meet
this demand, we established SWEET
GENIUS, which offers a wide range
of support services, from ICO
advisory to token audits.

GET LISTED
GET LISTED allows you to submit
your cryptocurrency to the Sugar
Exchange trading platform. As Sugar’s
Exchange nears launch, we welcome
tokens to submit applications to Get
Listed and join the tokens which
have already submitted applications
and will be tradable when the exchange
launches. The application is now live
on our website and we look forward
to continuing our partnerships with
the most innovative and desirable
tokens on the market.

ONGOING EXCHANGE DEVELOPMENT
The Sugar Team is currently working diligently to develop the exchange. We appreciate your continued patience
as we continue to work with our legal team to clear the regulatory hurdles involved in launching the most compliant
exchange on the market. We remain incredibly optimistic following some recent updates around a summer
launch date. We invite you to browse through our development screenshots of the exchange on our updated website
to get a taste of our upcoming release!

